This paper concerns the problem of motion planning for robots with uncertainty in sensing and control. Although this problem has been studied before, this is the first attempt at its inherent complexity. To compensate for the uncertainties in sensing and control, our robot model includes damping&mdash; a limited capacity for compliance. In this setting, we show that motion planning for point objects is PSPACE-hard by a direct reduction from polynomial-space bounded Turing machine computations. We also present a restricted version of the problem that is PSPACE-complete.
Motion planning for robots has received considerable attention in recent years. But the attention has been partial to gross motion planning at the cost of fine motion planning, which is a little studied although equally important problem. Loosely speaking, the term &dquo;gross motion &dquo; is applicable to situations where the uncertainty in the relative position of the goal and the object to be moved is negligible, whereas the term 'fine motion &dquo; is applicable to situations where the uncertainty is significant. Figure 1 attempts to illustrate the distinction. It shows a peg and a hole beneath it, the aim of the exercise being to insert the peg in the hole. Initially the peg can be anywhere within the region marked I. If the initial region I is small, as shown in Fig. 1 A, a straight-line motion downward will successfully insert the peg in the hole for all its initial positions. This is an example of gross motion planning. If the initial region I is large, as shown in Fig.  1 B, there is no unique motion that inserts the peg for all possible initial positions. Any successful strategy will have to make fine adjustments that depend on the actual position of the peg in the particular instance of the problem. Such a strategy might obtain estimates of the actual position of the peg using, say, a position sensor. If the error in the position sensor is larger than the clearance of the peg in the hole, further information is necessary to make even finer adjustments to the motion of the peg. Such additional information could be obtained by tactile sensing-bumping the peg into the sides of the hole-or by local vision-a short-range sensor that senses distance from walls, etc. Whatever the source of information might be, this is an example of fine motion planning as fine adjustments to the motion are required, based on observations of the actual position of the object with respect to the obstacles. Even in the presence of error-free position sensing, errors in velocity can demand dynamic adjustments to a motion as it is executed.
The above distinction between fine motion and gross motion differs slightly from the previously established one. In the literature { Lozano-Perez, Mason, and Taylor 1984; Mason 1983 ), the term &dquo;fine mo-tion&dquo; is generally used to refer to motions involving tactile sensing and force compliance. In this author's view, this is unduly restrictive. Obstacles may be defined as constraints on force, position, etc., and various uncertainties create the need for &dquo;compliance&dquo; or dynamic accommodation of these obstacles. Exactly how this compliance is to be achieved will depend on the constraints. (In a disk drive, for instance, the head is to comply with minor warps and imperfections in the disk. Since the head is never to contact the disk, one could conceivably use an optic sensor that fires when the head is uncomfortably close to the disk. Notice that such a sensor is really a position sensor.) In our view, a fine motion is one that requires dynamic fine tuning based on sensory feedback. 
The Robot Model and a Formal Statement of the Problem
We now describe the robot model on which we base our discussion. The model is that of Mason ( 1983) and Lozano-Perez, Mason, and Taylor (1984) . In the following, we shall deal only with motion planning for point objects, using the term &dquo;e,ffeetar&dquo; to refer to the point object.
The effector has three degrees of translational freedom. The location of the effector is known in some fixed global frame at any time within a fixed nonzero error bound E. In particular, the actual position of the effector is always within a sphere of radius E centered at the observed position, and vice versa. See Fig. 2A .
We also allow for control errors in the robot. Define the command velocity to be the nominal velocity demanded of the robot, and the realized velocity to be the actual velocity achieved by the robot in free space. (We use the following convention: vector quantities are in uppercase, scalars in lowercase.) The magnitude v of the command velocity Y is a fixed, positive value. The realized velocity Ir + ~ Y is within a ball of radius 6v centered at the command velocity, where the velocity error Jv is fixed, positive, and nonzero. See Fig. 2B .
A motion plan M for the above robot is a sequence m 1, m2 , m 3 , ... , of moves, where each move m, is Here Fi(p) is a boolean function of the observed effector position p and other program variables. The function fi is the velocity function associated with the move, mapping observed effector positions to command velocities. Every application of the velocity function to the effector is terminated after the fixed time period T.
As one might expect, a robot with control and sensing uncertainty cannot perform many tasks that a perfect robot might. In fact, most assembly tasks encountered in practice are well beyond the reach of the control and sensory precision of today's robots. In order to expand the capability of our robot model, we augment it with the additional feature of damping. Damping is a limited ability to conform to obstacles encountered during a motion. Figure 3 attempts to illustrate the notion. At position 1, the actual velocity of the effector., the attained velocity, is the same as the realized velocity. When the effector strikes the wall at position 2, it conforms to the wall by attaining a velocity equal to the component of the realized velocity in the direction parallel to the wall. The effector slides along the wall until it reaches position 3, at which point it is no longer constrained by the wall and hence reattains the realized velocity. In general, the effector will stick or slide, depending on whether the realized velocity of the effector is within the friction cone of the wall. The friction cone is a range of velocities about the normal to the wall, determined by the coefficients of friction between the wall and the effector. For our purposes, we need only know that incidence within the friction cone causes sticking, whereas outside the friction cone sliding occurs. A fuller discussion of friction cones can be found in Mason (1983) . In the presence of velocity errors, if there are to be command velocities that guarantee sticking on a wall, the friction cone should be larger than the angular error in velocity. We will assume this to be the case in what follows. We will also assume that sticking cannot occur at convex comers or edges. We are now ready to state the problem.
Input A three-dimensional scene S consisting of a finite set of planar walls, a point object D, a set I of initial positions for the object, and a set G of goal positions.
Question Is there a motion plan M for a given robot that moves O from any position in I to some position in G?
We are interested only in motion plans that are total. Specifically, the running time of the plan should be finitely bounded. This excludes partially correct plans-plans that are correct when they terminate, although they may never do so.
Overview of Results
As pointed out in Lozano-Perez, Mason, and Taylor (1984) , a robot with damping can carry out tasks that are impossible in the absence of damping. Unfortunately, attendant to this increased effectiveness is the increased complexity of deciding the existence of motion plans. Natarajan (1986) shows that in the absence of damping, motion planning in the presence of uncertainty is decidable in polynomial tirne-a result that is not surprising, but one that involves technical difficulties, particularly when extended to objects with rotational freedom. In this paper, we show that for robots with damping, the motion planning problem is PSPACE-hard. (A discussion of computational complexity may be found in Hopcroft and Ullman 1979.) We also present a restricted version of the problem that is PSPACE-complete. 
Fine Motion Planning with Damping

A Complexity Result
As discussed in Lozano-Perez, Mason, and Taylor (1984) , damping permits the existence of motion plans for tasks that cannot be accomplished with position measurement alone. Unfortunately, attendant to this increased effectiveness is the increased complexity of deciding the existence of a motion plan.
Theorem 1: The motion planning problem for point objects and robots with damping (as defined in our model) is PSPACE-hard.
Proof: Given a deterministic, binary alphabet Turing machine T operating in a polynomial space bound S(n), and a binary string W, we construct a scene for which a motion plan exists if and only if T accepts W. The proof borrows from Reif ( 1979) and Joseph and Plantinga (1985) ..
The following is an overview of the construction: Externally, the scene appears as shown in Fig. 4 . The heavy lines are conduits-a bunch of tubes called channels. A conduit contains three channels for each tape cell of T and one for each state of T's finite control. The error E in the position measurement of the effector is chosen to be so large that it is impossible for the effector to determine which channel of a conduit it occupies. This uncertainty is used to encode the configuration of the Turing machine as the set of channels the effector could possibly occupy at any instant. The boxes labeled TG and T, in Fig. 4 terminate the channels by simply closing them off with planar walls. Initially, the effector is in the box labeled T, and could occupy any of the channels that encode T's accepting configuration. The walls in TG terminating those channels that encode T's initial configuration are made goal surfaces. The aim of the motion plan is to move the effector from T, to any of the goal surfaces in T~ . In the course of its execution, the motion plan may take the effector through any of the gates Gr , G2, .... These gates change the set of possible locations of the efi'ector in a manner consistent with the transitions of T. Specifically, if T has a transition from configuration Co to C~ , then the scene has a gate such that if the effector enters the gate with its possible locations encoding C,, then the possible locations on exit encode Co. The path labeled 1 through 8 in Fig. 4 is indicative of what might be attempted by a motion plan. In essence, the constructed problem demands a motion plan that simulates running the Turing machine T backward trying to attain its initial configuration from its final configuration. Such a plan exists if and only if T accepts.
We now present the details of the proof. Assume that T has a set of states Q with a start state qo, and one accepting g that has no transitions out of it and is distinct from the start state. Also, T accepts by printing zeros on all its tape squares and entering qr. The building blocks of our scene are conduits containing (3j5'(j WI) + IQI) channels, three channels for each tape square and one to represent each state of T's finite control. See Fig. 5 . We say a channel is active at any point in a motion plan if executing the remainder of the motion plan translates every point in the channel to the goal. We use the activity of the channels to encode T's configuration, which consists of its tape contents, the state of its finite control, and its head position. The three channels for each tape square are used thus: the first channel is active if the tape square contains a 1; the second is active if the tape square contains a 0; and the third is active if the head currently scans that tape square. Of the ~Q~ state channels, the ith one is active if T's finite control is in state q~ .
The overall layout of the scene is as shown in Fig. 4 . There are two corridors linked by a series of gates Gl , G2, ... and by a gateless link. One of the corridors is linked to a terminal area TG containing the goal region G. T~ encodes the initial configuration of T by simply blanking out all the channels with walls and designating the blanking walls in the channels that are to be active as the surfaces that make up the goal region G. See Fig. 6 . The other corridor is connected to a terminal area T, containing the initial region I. Ti encodes the final configuration of T by blanking out all the channels and designating the blanking walls on those channels that are to be active as the surfaces that make up the initial region I.
A transition of the Turing machine T is a move of T-reading a tape square, change of state of the finite control, writing on the tape square, and moving the tape head. Each of the transition gates GI, G2, ... represents a legal transition of T running on an S'(n) tape bound. There are at most 2S~ WI ' IQI I transitions, requiring at most as many gates. The ith gate Gj checks to see if the incoming set of active channels represents a configuration valid for that transition. If so, it sets the activity of the outgoing channels to reflect the transition. The gateless corridor between the two corridors serves to permit moves between the two corridors without changing channels. Such moves preserve the activity of the channels and the corresponding configurations of the Turing machine T.
We now describe the construction of the transition gates. To implement the transitions of T using these gates, we need to be able to perform logical ANDs on the activity of the channels. First we set E to be larger than any dimension in the scene. This ensures that position measurement is insufficient to determine the channel to which an observed position corresponds. Also, we pick v, .5v, and z so that 5vz is bigger than any dimension in the scene. Figure 7 shows an AND Fig. 7 . An AND gate.
gate that performs logical ANDs on the activity of channels. The gate has an entry port and two exit ports. To compute C = A A B, we connect A, B, and C to the exit and the entry ports, respectively, of an AND gate, as shown in Fig. 7 . The end walls of the gate slope at such an angle (with respect to the friction cone) that it is impossible to slide down them into the ports. Furthermore, the length I of the gate is chosen with respect to the velocity error so that it is impossible for a point starting at C to exit the gate by A or B selectively, although it is possible to exit through A or B without preference. The height h is chosen to be 21, so there are no wall points sufficiently close to the exit ports to permit selective exit. In essence, C can be active if and only if both A and B are. Also, the entry port is made sufhciently narrow so that it cannot be used to exit the gate, thereby making the gate unidirectional.
If a transition gate is to check if T is in state q with its head reading 1 at the kth tape square, the gate performs ANDs on the activity of the corresponding channels. To set the entry channels to reflect the transition, the transition gate sets the jth entry channel to be the AND of the jth exit channel and the result of the aforementioned validity check. Figure 8 shows the schematic of a gate that implements the transition (ql , 1 in tape square 1) to {q2 , print 0 in tape square 1, move to tape square 2). In the interest of clarity, not all entry/exit pairs are connected in Fig. 8 , although they should be. If the activity assignment at entry to a transition gate is not legal for that transition, the activity assignment at exit will be a superset of the activity assignment at entry. Consequently, nothing is gained from traversing a gate with an invalid set of activities.
We note that a transition gate is unidirectional as the Fig. 8 . Schematic of a transition gate.
AND gates are and, hence, if entered by the exit, must be exited the same way. Futhermore, if the gate is entered by the exit, then the activity assignments at exit will be a superset of the activity assignments at entry, so nothing is to be gained by this. The connection in a transition gate between an entry/exit channel pair must be topologically similar to the connection between any other pair in the same gate. This is to permit the existence of a single motion plan to traverse the transition gate, regardless of the channel actually occupied by the effector. Since each connection requires at most some fixed number (four in Fig. 8 ) of changes in direction (bends in the passage), it is sufficient to include these bends in all the connections whether or not they are necessary. Recall that the error in position measurement is larger than any dimension in the scene. Hence, position measurement cannot be used to selectively enter a transition gate. To make selective entry of gates possible, the gates are arranged in a cascade. At the ith level in the cascade, a motion plan has to choose between entering the ith transition gate and going on to gates i + 1, i + 2, ... , as shown in Fig. 9 .
Finally, we set the friction coefficient of the walls to be larger than the angular uncertainty in velocity, to permit command velocities that guarantee sticking.
Let SI and SG be two activity assignments to the channels encoding two valid configurations C, and CG of T.
Claim 1 There exists a motion plan from S, to SG if and only if T started in C~ attains C,. of the plan being the length of the sequence. We proceed by induction on the plan length.
Basis Plans of length zero; immediate. Induction Assume true for plans of length k. Let P = GpIP' be a plan of length k + 1, where P' is a plan of length k and Gp, is the first gate traversed by P. Let Sl, be the result of applying the plan Gp, to Sf. By the correctness of the gates, SI can be translated to SI, iff T started in Cl, attains Cl. By the inductive hypothesis, SI. can be translated to SG by P' iff T started in Cã ttains Cj,. It follows that Sj can be translated to SG by a path of length k + 1 iff T started in C~ attains CI. Having shown that motion planning with damping is PSPACE-hard, we would like to place a tight bound on its complexity by exhibiting a polynomial space algorithm for it. Although the general problem seems rather difficult to handle, we can exhibit a restricted version of the problem that is PSPACE-complete. Because such a result is primarily of technical interest, we limit our discussion to a concise overview, referring the interested reader to Natarajan (1986) .
Specifically, the PSPACE-complete version of the problem concerns motion planning for a Cartesian robot-one that is capable of realizing velocities only along three fixed orthogonal axes. We also place the restriction that the scene be completely contained in an uncertainty ball and that it be smaller than the error product 1 . 5v. These restrictions facilitate a polynomial bound on the possible locations for the effector in the scene, from which bound a polynomial space algorithm can be derived. To prove that the restricted problem is PSPACE-hard, it is sufficient to exhibit an AND gate for the Cartesian robot and then reconstruct the proof of the previous section.
Conclusion
This paper dealt with the complexity of motion planning in the presence of control and sensory uncertainties. Specifically, we showed that motion planning for robots with damping is PSPACE-hard in the presence of position and velocity uncertainties. Although it seems conceivable that the problem is decidable in PSPACE, we did not present such an algorithm. A key difficulty in such an algorithm is representing the shape of the uncertainty ball as it is moved aroundthe ball can be transformed into fairly arbitrary polyhedrons by damped motion over walls. We did, however, present a restricted version of the problem that is PSPACE-complete.
In the practical context, the significance of our result is that it is necessary to look for suitable restrictions before attempting an algorithm for the problem. One such restriction might be to place a fixed bound on the number of obstacle vertices within an uncertainty ball. In particular, packing an unbounded number of obstacles within an uncertainty ball was a necessary ingredient in the proof of the PSPACE-hardness theorem of this paper. Although this is not unreasonable from the theoretical viewpoint, it is certainly unlikely in practice.
